Acumen’s GT650 Employee Time Clock
The GT650 offers a stunning 10-inch high resolution full color touch screen display and
an integrated color camera ready to enable facial recognition for the latest technology
in time and attendance data collection. The durable and robust casing has been
designed for use across various environments. With its range of integrated
identification and verification methods, the GT650 can be tailored to meet a variety of
time data collection requirements.

Facial Recognition Biometric Technology
Developments in time and attendance technology have made facial recognition
biometrics a more appealing option than ever before. Designed specifically for continuous use in demanding
environments, the GT650 is both robust and secure. With flexible configuration options available, employees can easily
clock in and out without ever having to touch the clock, making the GT650 a simple contactless employee time data
collection terminal.
Flexible Android Operating System
Unlike other time clocks, the GT650 runs on the Android operating system. Using the multitude of business applications
available on the Android platform, along with highly customizable time and attendance features, the GT650 easily
outperforms other time clocks in terms of functionality and ease of use. Employees can request a day off, view time off
approvals, view total hours worked for the pay period, view their last activity, and view their current department, job, task,
and status - all directly from the terminal.
Easy Integration
With plug-and-play configuration, the GT650 is one of the easiest employee time clocks to integrate. The employee time
clock comes standard with six USB ports to integrate Wi-Fi or other functionality. Bar code or proximity badge readers are
also available - and quickly integrated – along with biometric finger scan capabilities.
Terminal Key Features
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10-inch color display
5-megapixal camera
Android Operating System
Integrated facial detection and recognition
Biometric finger scan and badge reader compatibility
Customizable user interface
Quad Core processor
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